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ABSTRACT

A recent model of intonational phonology of Paraguayan Guarani proposed that Paraguayan Guarani has a tritonal pitch accent, which is typologically rare. The tritonal pitch accent was claimed to be HLH* realized over two syllables, as a falling tone on the pretonic syllable and a rising tone on the tonic syllable. This paper investigates the phonetic realizations of the pitch accent by systematically varying the stress location, the word length, and the inter-stress interval. The overall results corroborated the previous findings, but the alignment of the first H of HLH* was found to vary between the pretonic and the propretonic syllables depending on the stress location and the speaker’s age/sex. Additionally, the medial L tone was often realized right after the onset of the tonic syllable, and LH* was more common when stress is word-initial, suggesting H+LH* would be a proper tonal category of the pitch accent.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Paraguayan Guarani (henceforth Guarani) is a Tupi-Guarani language, and together with Spanish, is an official language of Paraguay. Guarani is a highly agglutinative language, and the default word order is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO), though the location of arguments can vary depending on informational properties as well as discourse status and the transitivity of the verb ([1, 2, 3, 4]).

For word prosody, Guarani has lexical stress, typically located at the end of a lexical item. But when a word includes more than one morpheme that has stress, only the last stress is realized ([1, 4, 5, 6]). For example, stress on the verb ho ‘go’ remains the same when the unstressed prospective aspect/modal suffix /-ta/ is added as in [o-hô-ta], (3p-go-PROSP) ‘(S)he will go’. But, when the stressed, desiderative modal suffix /-sê/ is added to the verb, ho, stress shifts to the suffix as in [o-hô-sê] (3-go-DES) ‘(S)he wants to go’. Stress is not marked orthographically when it falls on the word-final vowel or on a nasalized vowel, which is marked with a tilde (porã [pôrã] ‘well’). Otherwise, stress is orthographically marked by an acute accent on the stressed vowel (e.g., ñandu ‘spider’ vs. ñandíre ‘spider-at’; porã ‘well’ vs. porãta ‘well-future’). Acoustically, stressed syllables are longer and stronger in intensity than unstressed syllables.

Several studies [5-10] have examined the intonation pattern of Guarani analyzed in the Autosegmental-metrical framework [11-13], either to investigate how focus is prosodically realized [5-7] or how prosodic constituents are related to morphosyntactic constituents [8-10]. Clopper and Tonhauser [5, 7] proposed that two-word (Subj + Verb) declaratives in Guarani have two tonal contours: a hat contour and a two-peak contour. The hat contour is formed by a rising pitch accent (L*+H), followed by a falling pitch accent (H+L*), and the two peak contour is formed by a sequence of two rising pitch accents. They also found a high plateau between the two pitch accents in each contour type, and explained the high plateau in the hat contour by interpolation between the two adjacent H tones (i.e., L*+H H+L*), but did not provide any explanation for the high plateau in the two-peak contour (i.e., L*+H L*+H). It was suggested that pitch accent categories in Guarani should be further explored. Burdin and collaborators [6] examined focus prosody of a noun phrase (Noun + Adjective) in Guarani and confirmed the two contour types proposed in [5, 7], but claimed that the tone-syllable alignment in the pitch accents was not contrastive, revising the rising pitch accent to “LH” and the falling pitch accent to “HL”, i.e., without marking the L tone with a star (*).

Jun and Zubizarreta [8-10] examined intonation of complex sentences in Guarani, which varied in morpho-syntactic structures as well as the length of the words and sentences. They claimed that Guarani has only one pitch accent, a tritonal HLH*, and an Accentual Phrase (AP) whose edges are marked by a H boundary tone. An AP in Guarani typically includes one word, and like other AP languages (e.g., Japanese, Korean, Bengali, Georgian; see [14, 15]), it can include more than one word when the words are short and closely related syntactically and semantically. They further found that, unlike other AP languages, the AP in Guarani also marks a syntactic constituent, i.e., a complex predicate, which includes a Verb and a Low-modifier [8-10, 16, 17], regardless of the number of words in the predicate.
When an AP includes more than one word, the pitch accent is realized on the last stressed syllable of the AP. Since an AP begins and ends with a H tone, the tonal pattern of an AP is /H HLH* Ha/ (‘Ha’ is an AP-final H boundary tone; ‘a’ refers to an AP; the AP-initial H is also a boundary tone, so it could be labeled as ‘aH’). Jun & Zubizarreta [9] claimed that the HLH* pitch accent is realized as a falling tone on the pretonic syllable and a rising tone (LH) on the tonic syllable. But when the AP is the last AP of an Intonational Phrase (IP) ending with a L% in declaratives, the pitch accent is often realized as a falling tone on the pretonic syllable and a low tone on the tonic syllable. This would correspond to the H+L* pitch accent proposed in [5, 6, 7]. In Jun and Zubizarreta’s model, the falling pitch accent is analyzed as an allotone of HLH*, i.e., HLH* can be realized as HLL* when it is immediately followed by a L%. By analyzing the pitch accent being HLH* and APs having H boundary tones, a high plateau between a L%. By analyzing the pitch accent being HLH* and APs having H boundary tones, a high plateau between a L% and a falling tone on the pretonic syllable or not. The difference between these two models is whether there is realized on the tonic syllable, the main difference between these two models is whether there is a falling tone on the pretonic syllable and not.

Thus, these two existing models differ whether a pitch accent is a simple rising tone (LH) or a falling-rising tone (HLH) when the pitch accent is not IP-final. Because the falling-rising pitch accent is realized over two syllables, i.e., falling tone on the pretonic syllable and a rising tone on the tonic syllable, while the rising pitch accent proposed in [5, 6, 7] is realized on the tonic syllable, the main difference between these two models is whether there is a falling tone on the pretonic syllable or not.

The goal of the current paper is to investigate how a pitch accent is realized in Guaraní, examining the f0 contours on the pretonic syllables as well as the tonic syllable when the pitch accent is not IP-final.

2. PRESENT STUDY

2.1. Methods and Procedures

The participants included one male (M1 in his late 30s) and three females (F1 in her mid 30s, F2 in her early 50s, F3 in her early 60s). M1 and F1 are from Coronel Oviedo, F2 is from Concepción, and F3 is from Asunción, Paraguay. All speakers are bilingual in Guaraní and Spanish. M1 and F1 spoke primarily Guaraní growing up and learned Spanish later but continue to use Guaraní on a daily basis. The data from M1 and F1 were collected in Paraguay using a digital recorder, and the data from F2 and F3 were collected over Zoom.

Each speaker produced 84 declarative sentences varying in word orders and syntactic structures, designed to examine the tone-syllable alignment of the pitch accent. The target words varied in the location of stress and the number of unstressed syllables. The list of sentences was written in Guaraní orthography and presented to the speakers in a randomized order in two repeated sets using Microsoft PowerPoint, thus collecting 8 tokens per utterance across all speakers.

To investigate the tone-syllable alignment of the pitch accent contour, two sub-datasets (33 sentences) were examined, where the target word is sentence-medial. The target word had two types of stress location, final or penultimate, and differed in the number of unstressed syllables (s), from zero to four, before the stressed syllable (S), i.e., S, sS, SSs, sSSs, ssssS in the final stress condition and Ss, sSS, sSSs, sssSs, sssssSs in the penultimate stress condition.

All the recorded sentences were segmented and annotated in Praat. For all the target words, the vocalic intervals were annotated whether a vowel is stressed (‘V’) or unstressed (‘v’). The location of unstressed vowel relative to the stressed vowel was labeled as “v#” (i.e., v1, v2, v3, and v4), with ‘#’ indicating how far away an unstressed vowel is from the stressed vowel in terms of syllable count: ‘1’ being the closest to ‘V’ and ‘4’ being the furthest. The onset consonant of the stressed syllable, if present, was also annotated with the label ‘C’.

For all the annotated intervals, pitch and temporal measurements were obtained automatically using a Praat script. Mean f0 (Hz) values and the time points for the maximum and the minimum f0 of the target vowels were collected. Pitch track errors (e.g., pitch halving and doubling) were manually corrected whenever possible. Pitch track errors that could not be resolved (e.g., missing pitch value) were excluded from further analysis. All f0 values in Hz were then converted to semitone using the formula: F0 (semitone) = 12*(log2 (f1/f2)), where f2 is the mean f0 value in Hz for each speaker. The time point marking the onset of a tonic syllable was also collected. The entire dataset was then imported into R software [18] for statistical analyses and data visualization.

3. RESULTS

Our data confirmed the findings of [9] that Guaraní has a tritonal pitch accent, a falling tone immediately followed by a rising tone, with the f0 peak on the stressed syllable. Figure 1 shows an example of the HLH* tritonal pitch accent, with H* realized toward the end of the stressed syllable (word-final for the first two words) and the first H realized at the beginning of the pretonic syllable. The middle L tone is between
the pretonic syllable and the tonic syllable. The word/AP-initial syllable(s) show a high plateau until the first H tone of the tritonal pitch accent, and this high tone can be similar to that of the preceding H* (as in the second word/AP in Figure 1), or can be slightly lower than that of the preceding H* (as in the final word/AP in Figure 1), or can be reset to be higher than that of the preceding H* (as in the second word/AP in Figure 2). Figure 2 shows that H* of the tritonal pitch accent can be downstepped (!H*) when the word is sentence-medial or final. (In the final position, it can also be L* before L%, as in Figure 1). Figure 2 also shows that the f0 on the post-tonic syllable ra is higher than the preceding !H* tone. This post-tonic high tone is AP-final Ha, proposed in [9].

Figure 3 shows the mean f0 values (in semitone) for each vowel of the sentence-medial target word (except for initially stressed words) up to the stressed syllable for each speaker when stress is final (top) and penultimate (bottom). Thus, these plots are a rough estimation of f0 contours of the target word. This figure shows that the mean f0 values are similar across v2, v3, and v4, reflecting the high plateau between the beginning of the word and the proprotonic syllable (v2). (In the penultimaste stress plots (bottom), the mean f0 of the word-initial vowels is higher than that of the following vowel due to the onset consonant in the target word, i.e., microprosody.) It also shows that the mean f0 of the stressed syllable (V) is higher than that of v1 when stress is final than when it is penultimute, which is expected because the star-tone of the sentence-medial pitch accent is often !H*. Also, the mean f0 of v1 can be similar to or slightly higher than that of V when the f0 difference in the falling tone on v1 is small and V carries !H* as shown in Figure 2 (gua kué). But for younger female speakers (F1 and F2), the mean f0 on the stressed vowel was substantially lower than that of v1 for some sentences when stress is penultimute (e.g., those in the sSs and ssSs conditions). This is because they sometimes produced L* or L+>H* similar to Spanish prenuclear pitch accent. The influence of Spanish on their Guarani is shown more clearly in the following section where the tone-syllable alignment of the first H of HLH* is shown.

3.1. Alignment of the first H of HLH*

[9] claimed that the tritonal pitch accent starts with a falling tone on the pretonic syllable followed by a rising tone on the tonic syllable. To find out whether the H of the falling (HL) starts on the pretonic syllable (v1) or the proprotonic syllable (v2), the mean f0 values of v2 were compared with the maxf0 and minf0 of v1. If v1 carries a HL tone, a max f0 would occur at v1 onset and a min f0 at v1 offset. If the H of HL

\[ \text{Figure 1: } \text{The tonic syllable carries a high tone (H*) when not sentence-final. The pretonic syll begins with H.} \]

\[ \text{The L is between the pretonic and the tonic syllable.} \]

\[ \text{Figure 2: The tritonal pitch accent can be HL!H* in sentence-medial or -final. Ha is higher than } \text{!H*} \]

\[ \text{Figure 3: } \text{Mean f0 values (in semitone) of each unstressed vowel up to the stressed vowel (V) when stress is final (top) and penultimate (bottom) for each speaker.} \]

starts from v2, v1’s maxf0 would be significantly lower than v2 mean, or roughly in the middle of v2 mean and v1’s minf0. But if the falling tone starts at
the beginning of v1, as claimed in [9], v2’s mean f0 would be similar to or slightly higher than v1’s maxf0 (reflecting f0 declination between v2 and v1). Figure 4 shows f0 values (in semitone) on v2_mean, v1_max and v1_min for each speaker when stress is final (top) and penultimate (bottom).

As shown in Figure 4, the alignment of the first H varied across speakers and the stress location. In the final stress condition, v1_max is not significantly different from v2_mean for the speakers F3 and M1, suggesting the falling starts on the pretonic syllable. However, for F1 and F2 (the younger female speakers), the v1_max was significantly lower than v2_mean, suggesting that the falling starts earlier than the pretonic syllable. In the penult stress condition, v1_max was significantly lower than v2_mean for all speakers, but especially so for F1, the youngest female. She sometimes did not produce the first H of the tritonal pitch accent, reducing it to a bitonal pitch accent L+H* or L+>H*, similar to Spanish.

Figure 4: F0 (in semitone) for the v2 mean, the maxf0 of v1, and the minf0 of v1 for each speaker when stress is final (top) and penultimate (bottom).

3.2. Alignment of the medial L of HLH*

The tone-syllable alignment of the medial L tone varied between the pretonic and tonic syllable as claimed in previous studies [5-10], but this variation seemed to be influenced by the intervening consonant between the pretonic and tonic syllables. When the intervening consonant was a sonorant, L was often aligned right after the onset of the tonic syllable. See Figure 5 (those tokens where the stressed syllable had L* are not included). Furthermore, when stress is word-initial, a rising f0 was often observed, reaching its peak at the end of the syllable, suggesting that the medial L tone is a unit with the following H* (LH*), instead of the preceding H (HL). Therefore, a proper tonal category of the tritonal pitch accent would be H+LH*.

Figure 5: The alignment of the L tone relative to the onset C of the tonic syllable (the vertical dotted line).

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The current data confirmed [9] that Guarani has a tritonal pitch accent, and further demonstrated that the alignment of the first H is variable across speakers and stress location. When stress is word-final, the first H started at the onset of the pretonic syllable, only for the male and the oldest female speakers (M1 and F3), but when stress is penultimate, all speakers tended to start the H at the proprotonic syllable. Furthermore, the younger female speakers sometimes produced no initial H and produced a bitonal pitch accent L+H* or L+>H* (delayed f0 peak on the posttonic syllable), which is similar to the prenuclear pitch accent in Spanish. Because all speakers participated in the current study are Spanish-Guarani bilinguals and the elicitation was conducted in Spanish, the influence of Spanish intonation to Guarani intonation might be expected, but given that young female speakers showed more variable alignment of the initial H and more Spanish-like pitch accent, sound change might be currently in progress in Guarani intonation. It is also possible that a H+LH* tritonal pitch accent might be in the process of being simplified to LH* because the HLH tritonal pitch accent is very rare cross-linguistically; So far, the most common tritonal pitch accent type is LHL, found in several varieties of Spanish [19-23], Italian [24], Serbo-Croatian [25, 26], and Brazilian Portuguese [27]. Data from more speakers should be examined to confirm the current findings and suggested interpretations.
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